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The best book marketplace for readers to find great books! Trade your books with other
readers. Find out more on how to join. Pages Thursday, June 16, 2017 I was looking
through the list of available reading plans for this year. I love trying new books as the

stories are always very different. I knew that I wanted to read more non-fiction, but I was
also keen to read some more of my old favourites. I had just finished reading a book
about the Silk Road, and I wanted to explore some more about the early Silk Road,

where Buddhism arrived in China. After searching for various topics of interest, I chose:
1) The Coming of the Kali Yuga by Y. Nagasaka (Part I of the 3 part epic) 2) Three

Thousand Years of Chinese Painting by Steven W. Eschler 3) Jade: History of a Natural
Beauty by Marian Schwartz 4) Around the Buddhist World by Ronald M. Davidson I was

surprised that I found these books at a very affordable price. The Coming of the Kali
Yuga was only around £8.99, with the others at around £11. I was pleased to find that

most of the books I bought are available as Kindle eBooks, with the exception of around
the Buddhist World and Around the World of the Buddha. I chose to read the three I am
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interested in in order. If I read all three, I am sure I will be busy for a few weeks as I am
sure there will be a wealth of information. I am aware that this is not how reading plans
should work, as I should have read the books for information that I can read later, rather
than ordering them in order. What have I learned about the books I have read so far? 1) I
am only a little bit more knowledgeable about Buddhism and Zen. I know that Zen is an
active form of Buddhism, whereas in the West, Zen was synonymous with meditation. I
had a limited knowledge of Buddhism before I started reading the book. I had also read

about the Silk Road, and I am now keen to read more about Buddhism's arrival in China,
the Silk Road and China, the spread of Buddhism. I am also interested to read more

about the religion in the different cultures. I was also surprised to learn that Buddhism
started in India. When I was studying at school, we learned about the Buddha, and he
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